The Hearts Center 2017 Summer Solstice Event

Divine Mercy Comes to Save You and the Earth! Kuan Yin and the Heavenly Mothers
East and West Inaugurate a New Golden Cycle of Mercy

Livingston, Montana, June 17-20

All times MDT

Our guest artist, Nicolas Carter,* plays Paraguayan harp throughout the event.

Friday, June 16

In the Garden with Anastasia IV (David and Mona’s property. See program)

9:30 am  Registration open for both events
10:00    In the Garden with Anastasia IV begins
5:00     Carpool/shuttle to Livingston for dinner
7:30     Concert by internationally acclaimed Paraguayan harpist Nicolas Carter:* A
         Musical Journey through Latin America. Shane Lalani Center for the Arts, 415
         East Lewis Street, Livingston. Admission $10
9:15     Optional prayers to the Elohim Astrea and Purity
9:15-9:45 Shuttle to hotels.

Saturday, June 17

6:45 am  Carpool/shuttle to David and Mona’s property
7:00     Paneurhythm with Boris Mitov
8:00     Shuttle to sanctuary or hotels for breakfast
         Registration open
8:40     Shuttle from hotels to sanctuary
8:55     In seats in the Sanctuary of the Heart
9:00     Silent meditation (Doors closed)
9:15     Prayers, decrees, songs
         Kuan Yin: Welcome to My Merciful Heart
10:45    Intermission
         Bookstore open. (Turn in Wheatgrass Saloon lunch order forms with payment.)
11:15    Darshan with Mother Mary: Motherhood in the Golden Crystal Age
12:15 pm Introduction by Ralph Raaths, International Council president
         International heartfriends groups presentations
1:15     Lunch at Livingston restaurants
1:15-1:45 Bookstore open
2:40     Members of Knights and Ladies in seats
Meeting for members of the Holy Order of Knights and Ladies of the Flame (Doors closed. Broadcast available to members)

Meet in front hallway of Masonic building to carpool/shuttle to your choice of:
- Hike to Suce Creek or Suce Creek Ridge
- “Shine and Share your Light” (Video and photo shoot with Maria Min at local park to enhance our HC videos, produced by HeArt Expressions, on our Hearts Center YouTube channel. Will take approximately 90 minutes.)
- Back to hotel

Dinner at Livingston restaurants
Harmony Club
Optional prayers to the Elohim Astrea and Purity
Shuttle to hotels (Shuttle rides before 9:30 pm may be arranged with driver by individual request.)

Sunday, June 18

Carpool/shuttle to David and Mona’s property
Paneurhythm with Boris Mitov
Shuttle to sanctuary or hotels for breakfast
Shuttle from hotels to sanctuary
In seats in the Sanctuary of the Heart
Silent meditation (Doors closed)
Prayers, decrees, songs
Clare de Lis: Wield the Mother Light Where You Are
Intermission
Bookstore open (Turn in lunch order forms with payment.)
Prayers and songs
Goddess Meru: The Feminine Virtues of Solar Awareness
U.S. Heartfriends Groups presentations
Lunch at Livingston restaurants.
Bookstore open
Meet in front hallway of Masonic building to carpool/shuttle to the Healing Light Retreat (30-minute drive)
Outdoor session begins
Mariel, handmaiden of God and sister to the Blessed Mother
Visit Vastu temple before or after session
Carpool to Chico Hot Springs, back to hotels, or to Livingston (11-min. drive)
Arrange for dinner in Livingston
Arrive at Livingston
Harmony Club
Optional prayers to the Elohim Astrea and Purity
9:30 Shuttle to hotels (Shuttle rides before 9:30 pm may be arranged with driver by individual request.)

**Monday, June 19**

6:45 am Carpool/shuttle to David and Mona’s property
7:00 Paneurhythm with Boris Mitov
8:00 Shuttle to sanctuary or hotels for breakfast
8:40 Shuttle from hotels to sanctuary
8:55 In seats in the Sanctuary of the Heart
9:00 Silent meditation (Doors closed)
9:15 Prayers, decrees, songs

**Goddess of Beauty: The Beauty of the Divine Mother’s Radiance**

10:45 Intermission
Bookstore open. (Turn in lunch order forms with payment.)
11:15 Prayers and songs

**Lady Master Nada: Manifest Your Mother Spirit through Service to Life**

12:00 pm Presentation by The Hearts Center Council
1:00 Lunch at Livingston restaurants
1:00-1:30 Bookstore open
2:30 Meet in front hallway of Masonic building to carpool/shuttle to shuttle/carpool to your choice of:
- Horseback riding
- Hike to Pine Creek Falls
- Back to hotel

6:00-7:15 Dinner at Livingston restaurants
7:30-9:00 Talent Show: FunStreams, JoyStreams, LoveStreams!
9:00 Optional prayers to the Elohim Astrea and Purity
9:30 Shuttle to hotels (Shuttle rides before 9:30 pm may be arranged with driver by individual request.)

**Tuesday, June 20** (Summer solstice 10:24 pm)

6:45 am Carpool/shuttle to David and Mona’s property
7:00 Final Paneurhythm, incorporating everything we have learned. (Ladies, please wear white or light pastel dresses or skirts, knee length or longer. Gentlemen, please wear white shirts and long white pants.)
8:00 Shuttle to sanctuary or hotels for breakfast
8:40 Shuttle from hotels to sanctuary
8:55 In seats in the Sanctuary of the Heart
9:00 Silent meditation (Doors closed)
9:15 Prayers, decrees, songs

**Archeia Faith: Have Faith in the Divine Mother within You**

10:45 Intermission
Bookstore open

11:15 Prayers and songs

*Blue Tara (the Goddess Kali) Performs a Cosmic Dance and Clearance*

*Kuan Yin Bathes Us in Her Mercy Light*

*Pallas Athena Offers a Personal Baptism by Fire* (For those who have attended all four days of the conference in person)

1:15 Circle of oneness and appreciation.

1:20 Meet in front hallway of Masonic building to carpool/shuttle to David and Mona’s for a catered picnic (Extra charge) and fun and games.

Shuttle to airport

2:45 Bookstore open

6:00-8:00 Dinner in Livingston

8:00-8:30 Shuttle to hotels (arrange with driver by individual request.)

**Wednesday, June 21**

Shuttle rides to airport (Refer to shuttle schedule.)

*Nicolas Carter was raised in Paraguay where he learned to play the Paraguayan harp, the national folk instrument. He has been composing, recording and performing harp music for more than 20 years and has recorded nearly a dozen albums in the United States, Europe and South America, both as a solo artist and with Latin American and world music ensembles.

Nicolas finds inspiration for his original compositions from observations of nature and in precious moments of everyday life. His performances integrate harp music with these observations and reflections on culture, often with a hint of humor, to create a warm and inviting experience for audiences. He is an often-featured concert performer and master teacher at national and international harp festivals.

Having earned a Master of Fine Arts degree in theatre direction from the University of Minnesota, Nicolas is also the recipient of the Fulbright Research Award in France, and Fulbright Scholar Award in Uruguay.*